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Given the “Yellow Vest” protests that have awakened in France, due to some tough decisions
by the French President Macron, here is some food for thought, given the circumstances in
France.
1. Rise of unemployed youths in the country would have detrimental effect. President
Macron can, perhaps, percolate to the masses that they need to restructure Labour
Policies at the earliest. Engagement among youths is the prime focus that Macron can
build on.
2. Working on very basic universal system and getting the youths engaged in small
employment and entrepreneurial activity, tax breaks on rural and small
entrepreneurship can earn a handful of Euros.
3. For revenue generators, tax breaks and coalition with the government, like opening up
new stores and facilities in the outskirts of Paris will drive many people to settle
outside the Paris, especially those who are attending low level works.
4. Putting an orderly immigration checks and working on their rights, under the current
President Macron, can show the light to various employees who can garner enough
momentum to add to the French economy.
5. Doing good at what France is good at! Small traders, for cakes, bakeries and stores
who can open and engage youths, including people who are confectioners and balers,
can add to loaves which can be of domestic use and export can be a big boon.
Opening malls and small departments to engage small coteries, can essentially return
favours to the GoF.
6. Use of rhetoric and yet, not being a hardliner, current President Macron can look to
visit people in outskirts to garner popular support. A few populist measures taken by
the so called “elite” governments, can reduce spill over effects of protests.
7. Exporting French loaves, scents, perfumes, wine and cultures, along with different
foreign nationals, while dealing with culture exports, at times, can have the real
French connection with the world and cement as a place of visit, not just Paris, can
work in tandem with global footage, then weights of France.
8. Appeal to people based on French and European history, by visiting people who are
survivors of WWII, can soothe a different veteran status to many people who would
still love a younger president.
9. Trans Atlantic deals, along with the North American and British counterparts, by
drawing investors, however small and large, can work on several small and medium
scaled entrepreneurs, and lift the French economy.
10. Working with EU in tandem, and working with several top leaders to engage in trade
and commerce facilities, within the hard border of EU, including a process of
settlements and social security under the home departments, would actually relive the
home department a lot.
Not taking any hard or hostile decisions, would need a favour of the government. Can Paris
be as happy as before?
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